LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

Hello and welcome to this semester's final issue of Hydertales!

In honor of April, the Month of Fools, we have a few joke
pieces from our amazing group of contributors. We’ve really enjoyed our time sharing and reading everyone’s incredible pieces. With finals coming up soon, we’re excited to
take a break with some lighter reading and we hope you
enjoy our last issue as much as we enjoyed creating it!
Virali, Emily, & Sinika
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People and Place
By Virali Dave
learn to let go.
learn to accept that
you will never really belong,
not truly.
to understand that you
will forever be stretched
between continents,
pieces of you sinking
and swimming in oceans
in between them.
to appreciate that you
are unique are rare and
precious,
that you alone decide
your fate,
that somewhere in
between the places
you call home
you will find a
space to call your own
and for the first time
it will be okay
to not belong

The Overlooked
Photos and text by Jesse Okwu
Rebecca and Alena woke up very early with a particular goal in mind: looking at the elephant bathing at 8. They checked out of their hostel at 7a.m, ate breakfast at 7:30a.m,
and by 7:45a.m, they reached the boat terminal. There were not any boats to bring them
across the river. Rebecca and Alena stood there listlessly and heartbroken because they
were forced to watch the elephant bathe from the other side of the river.
Cali ascended the 700-step staircase to reach the top of Monkey Temple. She was dehydrated, tired, and felt sort of ill. Someone offered her a rehydrating juice, but before she
got a chance to drink it, a monkey approached her. It was intensely eying the drink, making Cali v nervous. She tried to back away, but alas that monkey clung to her skirt and
tried to pull her down. Cali screamed “help me”, but no one could. She gave the monkey
juice, and descended the Monkey Temple dehydrated.

A Case Study of UoH Efficiency
By Michela Meyers
One morning before my 9am, as I relished the coolness in the air with a stomach full of
chai and dosa, I unlocked my bike. In my drowsiness I couldn’t figure out why my bike refused to move though my lock was removed. To my dismay, I discovered a lock placed
around my tire by the ultimate troll. Many of the bikes near mine had a similar lock placed
on them as well. That’s one way to procrastinate on a Sunday night.
I figured I should unlock my bike rather than face the rage of Kalyan at the end of the semester. Calling a security guard over, I showed him my dilemma. He asked if it was my
bike, to make sure I wasn’t stealing one of these coveted high caliber speed machines. Only
after I removed and replaced my own lock several times and pointed to the “CIEE 8” painted
on the back did he respond “ah yes hmm. I guess it may be your bike!” Once we established
I probably did own the bike, he instructed me to bring proof of ownership (a bill of purchase) and they could unlock it.
Though Kalyan was excited to dig through every paper in the office to find a non-existent
bill of purchase from 12 years ago, Madhuri suggested writing a letter that the bike does
indeed belong to me. After mailing the letter to nobody else but the head of security, we
waited. Of course this was a very complicated and top-secret issue so it took a while to sort
out.
A few days later Raju and I ventured to the gate to check on my bike. After talking with the
guards at the gate, we were directed to the administration building. In a mere thirty
minutes, the head of university security emerged in aviators, a silky button down and
shoes that I’m not sure had to be so pointy. Hopping in his private car he traveled the arduous distance of the driveway to the main gate while Raju and I trailed on his bike. After everyone at the gate had saluted their leader they brought my bike over. Even with his infinite
wisdom the head of security couldn’t figure out how to remove the lock. After consulting
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with his underlings, the head had an epiphany. They would keep my bike directly in front
of the security office, so when the thief came to remove his lock (undaunted by the bike’s
location of course) they could catch him.
A few days later, I decided a third attempt at retrieving my bike. Though I was enjoying the
delightfully sunny walk to south campus multiple times a day, I had the illusion that my
bike would help me be semi on time to class. At the gate, after a lengthy dialogue establishing that the thief had not come to remove his lock, some phone calls were made to superiors (the head of security must live for the adrenaline rush when he gets to tell people
they can unlock a bike.). A guard had me write a short autobiography in their logbook
about how I was letting them unlock my bike.
After finding a suitable rock, about twelve security guards bashed the lock in until it fell
off. I’m so glad I went through the work of enlisting Madhuri, Raju, Kalyan, the head of security, and all the guards at the gate to help me remove the lock. Bashing it off with a rock
was truly innovative. As I thanked them and rode off on my mostly deflated tire, they exclaimed, “of course ma’am, we are only here tohelp you.” Along with getting my bike back
in a timely manner (only two weeks!), I have the pleasure of being known by name to most
of the security guards at the gate. In the frequent occasion they ask for ID (sometimes
once a week!) one of them will remember me and wave me past. If you ever lose anything
here at HCU, I highly recommend enlisting the help of the security guards. They are “only
here to help you” of course!

Writing on the Walls
by Emily Crnkovich

Counterclockwise from top right:
An ominous warning in the
Chennai airport
“Work” shop in the Old City
Graffiti at Qutub Shahi Tombs
Rare and exotic flavor of soda
sold at Ramoji Film City
A confusing t-shirt in the Old
City

Top 5 Works of Graffiti on the Tagore Rooftop
Photos and text by Brady Becker
Honorable Mention
Let’s start this list off with an honorable mention.
Why? Because I have six favorite pieces of graffiti
and making a “Top 6” list would just be bonkers.
This piece is simple but its simplicity doesn’t deter
its message. I’d like to think the world is a good
place that consists of generally good people. Heck,
I’ve met a lot of great people here in India. Sure, the
world isn’t all rainbows and lollipops and its important to be cognizant of that. But, I think life is
much more enjoyable when you believe in the good
of the world. Not believing in good is no way to live at all.

#5-

WARNING: Thinking about this piece of art for too long may cause nausea of the
mind (like I’m experiencing now while writing this).
This graffiti reminds you that change will have an
eternal presence in your life and also serves as a
gentle reminder to embrace it. India has changed
me and if you don’t think its changed you, you’re
just lying to yourself. I also appreciate the visual
that accompanies this piece which makes the
point that change facilitates growth. And I think
its fair to say that we have all done a great deal of
growing here. Anyway, shouts to the pre-Socratic
Greek philosopher, Heraclitus, for this gem.

#4-

Another sick visual to accompany
some wise words. Did you know that
an infinite number of radii can be
drawn from one center? Meaning there
is an infinite number of ways to live.
You’re welcome for this keen analysis.
You can’t get this sort of insight anywhere else ;)
On a sincere note, perhaps the thing I
appreciate most about the CIEE program is the diverse group of students that comprise it.
We come from different states, different schools, and totally unique backgrounds. We all
live in completely different ways and its been a pleasure appreciating and learning from all
these different perspectives of life.

Oh, and India has taught us a few different ways to live too.

#3-

This is one of the first pieces of graffiti I encountered.
Its hard to miss if you ever find yourself sun bathing on the
Tagore rooftop as it stands erect like a tombstone. And perhaps that’s because I could easily see these words on the
grave of Mr. Das someday (hopefully that day is a long time
coming). Dasji is an incredibly genuine, honest, and trustworthy human being. For all intents and purposes, Das is the
boss of the Tagore International House but he treats everyone
as an equal. Mr. Das has been gracing us with his dry sense
of humor since day one and we would be rather helpless
sometimes without him. He has helped all of us navigate the
chaos of India as travelers with experiences of his own. Being
a mere 8,500 miles away from home, Dasji has become a parental figure to many of us.
I’m glad this was one of the first pieces of graffiti I encountered because the sooner you learn
to Trust Mr. Das, the better off you’ll be.

#2-

This piece struck me and made me
feel some type of way. It grabs your attention with a display of colorful vortexes. To me, it seems to represent the unknown and you’re intrigued by it. You
feel intrigued by the unknown, it grips
you.
I came to India because I had no idea what India was. Completely foreign to me. I wanted to
be uncomfortable. I wanted to interact with something I didn’t know. Sure, my life holds
some uncertainty back home but I generally know what to expect on a daily basis. India presented a new challenge. No expectations or certainties. It was the unknown and the unknown is scary. Coming to India was my way doing what I was afraid of and I couldn’t be
happier that I did. By embracing fear, I allowed myself to grow.

Sleepy CIEE Students
Photos by Emily Crnkovich

#1-

I couldn’t help myself on this one. Everybody poops
but what they don’t tell you before coming to India is
how integral poop will be to your experience.
You will learn to relish the smell of fresh dookie when a
sewage pipe breaks outside your dormitory. You are also
surely to catch a few whiffs of dingleberries on your average rickshaw ride. Burning diesel coupled with manure is a haunting aroma, let me tell you.
You will see poop. What’s more, you will see doo-doo
that isn’t even your own. We all like to admire our own
chocolate delight #after unloading but chances are you
will get to admire other’s creations too! A roadside, public restroom will grant you that privilege. I’ve never seen
so much human dung all in one place. Its definitely not
a sight for soar eyes.
You will have to poop and probably more than usual. Consuming a new cuisine really does
a number on the digestive system. There’ll be times when you are completely relieved one
moment and then a sudden bowel movement will strike you. In these instances, if you
don’t get to a potty immediately, there will be trouble (yes, trouble is a gross understatement). I like to call these emergencies “Poopsie Oopsies”. Above all, taking a shitlet in India
will expose you to the fact that your body can produce things that you previously thought
to be inconceivable.

Sleepy CIEE Students. cont.

Dundies (Presented at CIEE Farewell Dinner)
By Virali Dave and Emily Crnkoich
Hello everyone and welcome to the first annual CIEE Hyderabad Dundees ever! For those of who you haven’t seen The Office, quite possibly the greatest
comedy show of our time, the Dundees is an award ceremony honoring the
less honored within all of us.
To give you a taste of what to expect tonight, an example of a past Dundee is
Smelliest Bowel Movement, awarded to none other than Kevin Malone. Now,
we won’t be quite so mean tonight but we’re looking forward to awarding all
the students for what they’ve become famous... or infamous. We’d also like to
take a quick second to thank everyone that has made tonight possible. Huge
shoutouts to Madhuri, Kavitha, Kalyan, and Raju. We also want to thank
Brady Becker for contributing to the Dundees and for helping us find the
award everyone here truly deserves.
Sinika — French Fry Award
Our first award is the French Fry Award. Because she's hot, French, and
sometimes a lil’ bit saucy, the French Fry award goes to… {drumroll} Sinika!!
Pizzo — Wife-Beater Award
For rocking those tank tops and reminding us that while you can very well
take the man outta Jersey you can’t take the Jersey out of the man, and for
being much kinder and much more aware of social justice issues and pretty
much any issues than the New Jersey stereotype would allow, we present our
dearest Anthony Salvatore Pizzo with the wife-beater award.
Enrique — Most Likely to Confuse India for Mexico Award
People. Weather. Streets. Food. Believe it or not, Hyderabad and Guadalajara
share all of these features. Despite the fact that they’re almost 10,000 miles
apart, our next awardee knows that Mexico and India are basically the same
place. I am honored to present Enrique with the “Most likely to confuse India
for Mexico Award.” (Alternatively: Most likely to go home and tweet about it.)
Jesse — Greatest Potential Award & Biggest Dreamer Award
Jesse, some have said you have saved the masses from the depths of basicness, and many of us have experienced your medical prowess firsthand. We
all know you have a bright future ahead of you and we trust that you’ll be
able to sleep through the rest. For your way with words and love of naps, Jesse you get the Greatest Potential and Biggest Dreamer Awards.

Cali — Artiest Art Award
For being the most artful artist to every art an arty art, and for being an all
around masterpiece of a human being, we are proud to present Cali with the
Artiest Art Award.
Brady — Baby Got Back Award
For your great taste in music and for that tasty caboose, the Baby Got Back
Award goes to Brady!
Michaela — human pretzel award
Our next recipient can squeeze her feet behind her head and a year’s worth of
travel into one semester. For insane flexibility in her limbs and her calendar,
Michaela gets the “Human Pretzel Award.”
Sara — #sorrynotsorry award
For always being unapologetically yourself and for inspiring us just by being
you, we present to Sara the #sorrynotsorry Award
Corinne — Jurassic Park Award
Corinne, for your love of dinosaurs and openness for eating human beings,
we present to you the Jurassic Park Award.

Sara — MIA Award
V:Our next award is for Sara.
E:Huh? No, we already gave Sara her award.
V:No, the other one.
E:Huh?
V:You know, Sara Feldman.
E:Who?
V:For being the most well-integrated CIEE student, for your admirable dedication to learning all the languages and making all the local friends, and for
your nearly constant absence, Sara we present you with the MIA award.
Rachel — Brightest Smile, Longest Way Awards
Our next winner gets two Dundees. For always flashing those pearly whites
and for being one of the most genuinely kind people, this person gets the
Brightest Smile Award.
But for also coming the longest way, for showing the most growth while we’ve
been here, you also get the Longest Way Award. Rachel Marsteller please
come up to the stage to accept your awards!

Rebecca — English Vinglish Award
Rebecca, we give you the English Vinglish award for your love of languages
and for knowing not only English but also quite a few Vinglishes. We can always count on you for some multilingual wisdom- /Mne nravitsya bol'shaya
hui/, which means I love learning languages in Russian.
Jeff — Unamused award: Infinite Jeff award
The next award also comes in two parts- Jeff, in recognition of your unbeatable poker face we would like to bestow upon you the “Unamused Award”, and
for your commitment to weighty post-modernist literature the “Infinite Jeff”
award.
Alena — Penguin Award
Alena, for your love of animals, love of travel, genuine kindness, and future
trip to Antarctica, we present to you the Penguin Award.
Raju — Hot Tea Award
For all that ~spicy~ chai, we present to Raju the hot tea award.
Madhuri — Hottest in the Office Award
For being beautiful inside and out, and for dishing out the sickest and sassiest burns, we present to Madhuri the Hottest in the Office Award.
Kalyan — Strongest Arms Award
For those big guns and their resilience, and for always being there to pick us
up when we’re down, Kalyan gets the Strongest Arms Award!
Kavitha--World's Best Boss Award
For taking care of us even better than Michael would, without any of the drama, we present the World’s Best Boss Award to Kavitha!
Emily — Conductor Award
Emily, we all admire your ability to cross streets, remain calm in stressful situations, and navigate yourself and others through busses pretty much anywhere, anytime, we present to you the Conductor Award!
Virali — Most likely to go home and blog about it
So lots of people have study abroad blogs, and let’s be real here, most posts
are lucky to get like, 10 hits, 5 of which are probably your grandma. However,
our final award goes to someone whose dedication to her craft has produced
something truly special- for her wise words and for getting like, at least 20
hits on each post, I am proud to present Virali with the “Most likely to go
home and blog about it” award.

